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Abstract
Controlling neural network-based models for natural lan-
guage generation (NLG) to realize desirable attributes in the
generated outputs has broad applications in numerous areas
such as machine translation, document summarization, and
dialog systems. Approaches that enable such control in a
zero-shot manner would be of great importance as, among
other reasons, they remove the need for additional anno-
tated data and training. In this work, we propose novel ap-
proaches for controlling encoder-decoder transformer-based
NLG models in zero shot. While zero-shot control has pre-
viously been observed in massive models (e.g., GPT3), our
method enables such control for smaller models. This is done
by applying two control knobs, attention biasing and con-
text augmentation, to these models directly during decoding
and without additional training or auxiliary models. These
knobs control the generation process by directly manipulating
trained NLG models (e.g., biasing cross-attention layers). We
show that not only are these NLG models robust to such ma-
nipulations, but also their behavior could be controlled with-
out an impact on their generation performance.

1 Introduction
Natural language generation (NLG) aims at producing fluent
and coherent sentences and phrases in different problem set-
tings such as dialog systems (Huang, Zhu, and Gao 2020),
machine translation (Yang, Wang, and Chu 2020), and text
summarization (Syed, Gaol, and Matsuo 2021). Most re-
cently, the majority of the research in NLG leverages trans-
formers (Vaswani et al. 2017) and specifically transformer
decoders to generate natural language (Radford et al. 2019;
Brown et al. 2020; Lewis et al. 2020). Although these statis-
tical approaches to NLG have proven to be highly effective,
their stochastic nature and complex architectures make them
difficult to control in order for them to reflect any set of de-
sired attributes in the output. These attributes could range
from persona, sentiment, empathy, dialog acts for dialog re-
sponse generation (Niu and Bansal 2018; Zhang et al. 2018;
See et al. 2019; Madotto et al. 2020) to story ending con-
trol for story generation (Peng et al. 2018) or formality and
politeness control for drafting emails (Madaan et al. 2020).
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Figure 1: Zero-Shot Controlled Generation on an Encoder-
Decoder Transformer at inference time using Control Knobs. Con-
trol knobs influence the generation process such that the output has
the desired attributes (e.g., asking questions).

In general, being able to control an NLG model in a zero-
shot fashion would be highly instrumental since such zero-
shot control would not require large amounts of attribute
annotated data, nor would it require any control-specific
fine-tuning of the NLG model or auxiliary attribute mod-
els to guide the generation (Dathathri et al. 2020; Yang and
Klein 2021). However, zero-shot control of NLG models is
a non-trivial task with multiple challenges. Previous zero-
shot works only control lexical constraints, like controlling
token diversity or sentence length using decoding heuris-
tics (Keskar et al. 2019; Vijayakumar et al. 2016; Holtz-
man et al. 2020), and thus cannot be extended to control a
broader range of attributes. Furthermore, encoder-decoder
transformer NLG (EDT-NLG) models are often used for
grounded (or directed) NLG tasks, like dialog response gen-
eration and summarization, requiring the models to be fluent
in their generation and relevant to the conditioning input. As
such, adding requirements for zero-shot control during gen-
eration increases the complexity of the task as the model has
to achieve the control without compromising its fluency and
relevance. Given this reduced degree of freedom, balancing
the trade-off between the amount of control and quality of
the generations is extremely difficult, particularly since the
model is trained only for the latter and introduced with the
former only during inference (testing) phase.

In this work, we explore the challenges mentioned above
and introduce new zero-shot approaches for controlling



EDT-NLG models. The high-level idea of our approach is
to explicitly manipulate the transformers within the already
trained EDT-NLG models to achieve the desired attributes
at generation time (see Fig. 1). More specifically, we in-
troduce two control knobs, attention biasing and context
augmentation, that could be used to control the genera-
tion of EDT-NLG models in zero shot. The attention bi-
asing knob modifies the attention paid to different parts of
the context provided as input. This is done by directly ma-
nipulating the cross-attention distributions generated by the
EDT-NLG model during inference. As context often com-
prises multiple components (examples in dialog systems in-
clude different speaker turns, knowledge snippets, knowl-
edge graphs, images, etc.), we demonstrate that biasing
attention towards specific components reveals predictable
control on the model’s generations. Crucially, we find this
control in zero shot, directly at inference time.

On the other hand, the context augmentation knob works
by introducing additional context on the encoder side. This
enables the model to condition upon additional attributes
that are not part of the original context, such as sentiment,
style, topics, etc. Similar to the attention biasing, the model
is not trained to condition on these novel contexts and in-
stead introduced in a zero-shot manner directly during infer-
ence. As the word “knob” suggests, the design of our control
knobs is very flexible and allows varying degrees of control.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We empirically show that manually interfering with cross-

attention distributions within already trained transformers
does not derail the model’s generative capabilities, and
we can leverage this robustness to control the behavior of
these models in zero shot.

• We propose two control knobs that can control EDT-NLG
models during generation in a zero-shot manner, i.e., with-
out control-specific training, using any attribute discrimi-
nator, or gradient-based optimization during inference.

• We demonstrate that by combining the knobs, we can
achieve zero-shot control on even small transformer mod-
els like BART base (Lewis et al. 2020). Such zero-shot
control was previously observed only in huge transformer
models like GPT3 (Brown et al. 2020).

• We apply the proposed control knobs to the Knowledge-
Grounded Neural Response Generation (K-NRG) task and
find that these control knobs can manifest a wide variety
of attributes in zero shot, that includes improving infor-
mativeness, inquisitiveness (asking engaging questions),
positive sentiment of the responses, amongst others.

2 Related Works
Numerous works in the literature focus on controlling NLG
models (Prabhumoye, Black, and Salakhutdinov 2020),
which fall under two major categories. The first category
focuses on using data annotated with the desired attributes
to train the NLG model such that it can generate with the
same attributes (Keskar et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2020; Smith
et al. 2020; See et al. 2019; Rashkin et al. 2021). The draw-
back of this approach is that for every set of attributes, an-
notated datasets are required, which makes the approach dif-

ficult to scale. The second category of approaches achieves
the desired control either using attribute discriminators (gen-
erative (Krause et al. 2020) or discriminative (Yang and
Klein 2021)) or bag-of-words that are indicative of the at-
tributes (Ghazvininejad et al. 2017; Baheti et al. 2018; See
et al. 2019). However, these decoding strategies have been
observed to be brittle, particularly for tasks like dialog re-
sponse generation (See et al. 2019). Another set of ap-
proaches within this category, namely Plug-and-Play Lan-
guage Models (PPLM) (Dathathri et al. 2020) leverage gra-
dients of auxiliary models that can detect the desired at-
tributes. In these methods, training auxiliary models still
require annotated data that could be expensive to acquire.
Moreover, PPLMs are computationally expensive as they
employ gradient updates for each token during generation.

In contrast to the above categories, the goal of this work is
to control NLG in zero shot. Along this goal, prompt-based
approaches have been proposed that prime massive language
models, like GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020), with few-shot su-
pervised examples of a specific task. Recently (Schick and
Schütze 2020) enabled such behavior in smaller models,
however not in the zero-shot setting. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no work in the literature focused on con-
trolling the output within a grounded NLG task (Wu et al.
2020) in a zero-shot setting.

3 Zero-Shot Control Knobs for NLG
Fig. 2 describes an EDT-NLG model πθ with trained pa-
rameters θ and conditioned on an input (or context) x. The
model first encodes this input and computes the encoded
context (enc(x)). The decoder then generates the output y
by sampling one token at a time in an auto-regressive man-
ner, i.e., ŷ ∼ πθ(y|x), and grounds the output to the encoded
context using a cross-attention mechanism. Now, generating
with additional desired attributes, e.g., positive sentiment,
could be interpreted as introducing an additional condition c
to the sampling process. The control knobs introduced in this
work (attention biasing and context augmentation) manually
modify πθ to π̃θ̃ during generation, such that samples from
π̃θ̃(y|x, c) on average manifest the desired attributes signifi-
cantly more than samples from πθ. Note that throughout this
process, πθ(y|x, c) is never trained.

3.1 Attention Biasing
Consider the cross-attention layer in the decoder of an EDT-
NLG model. At generation time step t, the decoder attends
to the encoded input in the following manner: the query vec-
tor is first multiplied by the key matrix, and the result goes
through a Softmax operation that outputs a discrete prob-
ability distribution, that is referred to as attention distribu-
tion. Attention distribution is then used (through multipli-
cation with the value matrix) to determine, in some sense,
how much attention should be paid to each one of the at-
tention context tokens (Daniluk et al. 2017). The idea of
the attention biasing knob (ATTN. BIAS) is forcing an at-
tention module to attend to some parts of its context more
(or less) than it normally would. For example, in the task
of dialog response generation, perhaps the input might in-
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Figure 2: Control knobs for zero-shot controlled NLG: attention biasing and context augmentation knobs. Right part of the image depicts
the attention biasing knob for cross-attention. Values 1 and 5 are example bias values. Best viewed in color.

clude a knowledge snippet in addition to conversation his-
tory and we would like the generated response to fully in-
corporate the knowledge snippet. This is done through the
ATTN. BIAS knob by directly adjusting the attention distri-
bution in cross-attention of EDT-NLG models.

The ATTN. BIAS knob works through element-wise mul-
tiplication of a bias vector with the attention distribution and
then normalizing the results so that the outcome is still a
probability distribution (referred to as biased attention dis-
tribution). As an example, in Fig. 2 (right part), the cross-
attention context has two parts, and the attention process is
biased by multiplying the attention to the first part by some
value (for example, 5) and then normalizing the outcome
to retrieve a probability distribution1. This particular exam-
ple emphasizes the first part of the context over the sec-
ond. More formally, given embedded attention context C =
enc(x), attention matrices WK , WV , WQ ∈ Rd×d, and the
embedding et ∈ Rd for yt, cross-attention output for yt is:

softmax
(
(etWQ)(CWK)T√

d

)
CWV

In this notation, biased cross-attention could be defined as:

N
(
bt � softmax

(
(etWQ)(CWK)T√

d

))
CWV ,

where functionN normalizes a given positive vector to have
the element-wise sum of 1, bt is the bias vector at time step
t, and � represents element-wise vector multiplication.

Training with biased attention modules has been em-
ployed in tasks like machine translation, to achieve fo-
cused attention (Luong, Pham, and Manning 2015; Yang

1Our initial experiments also explored biasing the decoder self-
attention in zero shot, but we found that it degenerates the output
text. Deeper dive into biasing decoder self-attention in zero shot is
out of the scope of this work.

et al. 2018; You, Sun, and Iyyer 2020; Shaw, Uszkoreit, and
Vaswani 2018). However, these works do not employ bias in
a zero-shot setting. Zero-shot biases have been studied in the
probing literature to understand the influence of attention on
model’s classifications (Serrano and Smith 2019), but to the
best of our knowledge, zero-shot attention biasing for con-
trolled generation is an unexplored avenue.

Note that in this work vector bt is not a learned parameter,
and it is set manually. For applications like dialog responses,
higher-level planners or dialog managers (Hedayatnia et al.
2020; Rashkin et al. 2021) could be responsible for deter-
mining the value of bt. However, here we dedicate our fo-
cus on establishing the feasibility of controlled generation
through attention biasing, and leave the question of how to
determine the amount of bias for future works.

3.2 Context Augmentation
In the context augmentation knob (CTX. AUG.), we apply
modifications to the input of the EDT-NLG model in order
to push the model to manifest the desired attributes in the
generations. We explain how the knob works through an ex-
ample. Imagine that the desired attribute for the output of
the model is asking a question, i.e., inquisitive generation
(Fig. 1). For this, we would like to increase the likelihood of
the model’s output towards including a question. To this end,
we first sample a set of question sentences (e.g., by choosing
sentences that end with a question mark) from any text cor-
pora. We call these sentences control phrases. We then feed
each control phrase to the encoder of the EDT-NLG model
to get an embedding for it.We then take the average of these
embeddings across all control phrases, which we refer to as
control code and we denote it as C. The control code C is
then concatenated (⊕) to the encoded context: C ⊕ enc(x),
as shown in Fig. 2. C⊕ enc(x) is then used (attended to) by
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the decoder. Note that without CTX. AUG. knob, the decoder
uses only enc(x) at generation time. The overall process of
generating control codes is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The control code, inspired from prototypes (Snell, Swer-
sky, and Zemel 2017), is designed to capture the shared con-
cepts among the control phrases. The role of averaging in
creating control codes is to maintain the shared concepts
within the control phrases and smoothing out other concepts,
such as topic.

4 Experiments
The control knobs introduced in this paper could be general-
ized to any EDT-NLG model for any grounded NLG task.
For example, the ATTN. BIAS knob is generic to any at-
tention mechanism within or outside of a transformer-based
architecture and could be utilized in other attention-based
applications such as vision and multi-modal problems in
zero shot. With that being said, to demonstrate the effi-
cacy of the control knobs, we focus on a specific family
of NLG tasks, namely knowledge-grounded open-domain
Neural Response Generation (K-NRG).

4.1 Preliminaries
For the K-NRG task, we train an EDT-NRG model πθ (with-
out control-specific training). At every turn, the input dialog
context x comprises of the previous dialog turns h, concate-
nated to the knowledge snippet k, i.e. x = (k, h) (refer to
Table 3 for an example of h and k). The decoder is prompted
with

〈
s
〉

token and in an auto-regressive manner generates
one token (yt+1) at a time until a special end-of-sentence
token is generated, i.e., yt+1 ∼ πθ(y|k,h, y1, ..., yt).

Data Setup. For our experiments, we use the Topical-Chat
dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2019) which includes dia-
logues between two Mechanical Turkers. Similar to related
works in the literature (Hedayatnia et al. 2020; Rashkin et al.
2021), we assume that for each dialog context, the knowl-
edge snippet is available, which is retrieved using TF-IDF

similarity to the ground truth response. We evaluate the effi-
cacy of the control knobs over the two frequent and rare test
sets from the Topical-Chat dataset.

Model Setup. For the NRG model, we use BART-base as
the pre-trained EDT model (Lewis et al. 2020). We choose
the smaller model, as it is more difficult to achieve zero-
shot control in smaller models (Schick and Schütze 2020).
Additionally, smaller models are more economical with a
much less carbon footprint

Input Setup. The input to the K-NRG problem comprises
of a knowledge snippet k and the dialog history h which has
the last five turns in the dialog, with respect to the response.
We assign a fixed number of tokens for each sentence in the
input, and infill with empty pads if required. In particular,
for k we provide 32 tokens and 25 tokens for each turn in h.

The overall dialog context starts with the special to-
ken 〈s〉, followed by k. Next, we include the dia-
log history, whose turns use alternate start symbols:
〈speaker1〉, 〈speaker2〉. Overall, our input to the model
(dialog context) is composed of 163 tokens (33 knowledge
tokens plus 26 turn tokens for each of the 5 turns).

Training and Inference. We train the BART-base model
with maximum likelihood-based training using ground-truth
human responses – this process does not use any control
knobs. We train for a maximum of 10 epochs with early stop-
ping (patience = 1 on average perplexity of validation set).
We train with a batch size of 5, gradient accumulation of 4,
and learning rate of 6.25e−5. For inference, we follow (He-
dayatnia et al. 2020) and utilize nucleus sampling (Holtzman
et al. 2020) with a top-p value of 0.9. Top-k is set to 0 and
temperature is set to 0.7. The maximum length of the re-
sponses is set to 40 tokens.

Goals of the Experiments. The goals of our experiments
are two-fold. First, we examine whether the proposed con-
trol knobs effectively control the generation as per the de-
sired attributes. Second, we examine whether applying the
knobs would cause negative impacts (trade-offs) on the gen-
eration output. Specifically, we examine the impact of the
control knobs on fluency and relevance of the generated re-
sponse. In the literature, fluency refers to the grammatical
and syntactical correctness of generated responses, and rel-
evance refers to appropriateness of a response given the his-
tory of the dialog (See et al. 2019; Shin et al. 2019; Rashkin
et al. 2019). We repeat our experiments across five runs to
account for variability in the token sampling procedure.

4.2 Attention Biasing Experiments

In this section, we study the effects of applying cross-
attention biasing (§ 3.1) for zero-shot control of informative-
ness in generated responses for the K-NRG task. We apply
the ATTN. BIAS knob to the cross-attention modules of an
EDT-NRG model fine-tuned on Topical-Chat.

Given a dialog context x = (k, h), the bias vector at gen-
eration time step t could be represented as bt which is the



Knob Bias Profile
Fluency Relevance Informativeness

PPLr
Human

Eval BERTScorer
Human

Eval BLEUk ROUGEk METEORk
Human

Eval
Freq Rare [0, 1] Freq Rare [1, 5] Freq Rare Freq Rare Freq Rare [1, 5]

Base Model 9.66 9.88 0.796 0.27 0.27 3.76 0.09 0.16 0.22 0.28 0.28 0.36 3.43

ATTN. BIAS
Dialog 10.15 10.39 - 0.24 0.24 - 0.03 0.10 0.13 0.20 0.16 0.26 -
Knowledge 10.20 10.59 0.786 0.27 0.27 3.81 0.14 0.26 0.28 0.38 0.36 0.49 3.84
Gradual-
Knowledge 10.03 10.38 0.788 0.27 0.27 3.83 0.13 0.22 0.26 0.34 0.34 0.45 3.80

Table 1: Effect of ATTN. BIAS control knob on the informativeness of responses for the Topical-Chat frequent and rare test sets. Numbers
in boldface represent statistically significant difference with respect to Base Model as per both pairwise Tukey’s HSD test and two-tailed
unpaired t-test (both with p < 0.001 over five independent runs). We skip the human evaluations for Dialog profile as it does not aid in
improving the desired skill of informativeness in responses.
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Figure 4: Cross-attention biasing profiles: Dialog, Knowledge,
and Gradual Knowledge. Best viewed in color.

concatenation of two bias vectors bkt and bht (see Fig. 2)2:

bt = [bkt ;b
h
t ] s.t. bkt =

[(
bkt
)
×|k|

]
, bht =

[(
bht
)
×|h|

]
,

where, |k| and |h| represent the total number of tokens in
knowledge and dialog history, respectively. For example, if
k has 3 tokens and h has 4 tokens, and at time step t we give
attention bias value of 5 to knowledge (bkt = 5) and 1 to di-
alog history (bht = 1), then bt = [5, 5, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1]. Follow-
ing this notation, we design three different biasing profiles
to explore the extent of control we can achieve from biasing
cross-attention3:

a) Dialog: for all generation tokens, the cross-attention is
always biased towards the dialog history h, i.e., bkt < bht , ∀t.

b) Knowledge: opposite to Dialog profile, here cross-
attention is biased towards knowledge k, i.e., bkt > bht , ∀t.

These two profiles mimic a gating strategy between
knowledge or dialog history. For the experiments, we in-
stantiate particular profiles where the larger bias is 5x the
smaller bias, i.e., (bkt , b

h
t ) = (1, 5) or (5, 1), for Dialog and

Knowledge biasing profiles, respectively.

2Although these vectors can be composed of different elements,
(i.e at time t the attention biasing factor for ith token of knowledge
snippet could be different from that of jth token) we simplify the
setup by assigning one attention bias value for knowledge (bkt ) and
another for dialog history (bht ) for each generation time step t.

3Our biasing profiles are shared across the heads of attention
layers. Exploring head-specific biasing is left as a future work.

c) Gradual Knowledge: In contrast to these extreme bi-
asing profiles, we also explore a more practical profile that
is motivated from the typical nature of human conversations,
where it often is appropriate to start the response by ad-
dressing the last utterance of the other party, before intro-
ducing new information. In this third profile, decoder cross-
attention is initially biased more towards the dialog his-
tory, and as the generation time step progresses, the biasing
gradually shifts towards the knowledge snippet (see Fig. 4).
In particular, through the time steps, knowledge bias value
bkt increases linearly (with slope s) from 0 up to a certain
threshold and dialog bias is kept constant. Similar to earlier,
we set max

(
bkt
)
= 5, bht = 1, and s = 0.5, ∀t.

To evaluate the responses for the dialog context (k, h), we
setup both automatic and human evaluations to measure the
responses’ informativeness, fluency, and relevance.

Automatic Evaluation. For informativeness we use
BLEUk, ROUGEk, and METEORk to compare a generated
response with the provided knowledge snippet (k) (instead
of ground-truth human response); and for fluency we use
perplexity with respect to human response (PPLr). Also for
relevance we use BERTScorer (Zhang et al. 2020).

Human Evaluation. For fluency, the annotators are asked
to make a yes/no decision on the question “Does the lan-
guage of the response seem correct?”. To evaluate the rele-
vance of responses, we follow prior works (Shin et al. 2019;
Rashkin et al. 2019), ask annotators the following question:
“Regardless of its factual correctness, how appropriate is
the response to the conversation?”. For informativeness we
define a new taxonomy (see Table 2) to capture the amount
of manifestation of provided knowledge in the response.
Given a response, the annotators are asked to assign rele-
vance and informativeness scores on Likert scale of 1-5.

Here, we note that the relevance metric is not as well de-
fined as other metrics. To ensure correct annotations, we de-
viate from prior work by explicitly adding the phrase “Re-
gardless of it’s factual correctness” to highlight the annota-
tors that relevance is not associate with factual correctness
and could be opinions, personal recollections or similar sub-
jective content. Another issue in relevance metric is the risk
of humans assigning high relevance to potentially irrelevant
responses like “I don’t know”. In examining the models out-
puts we do not see such trends in the generated responses.



Level Taxonomy

1 Does NOT include anything from the provided knowledge
and does NOT provide any facts.

2 Does NOT include anything from the provided knowledge
but includes some other facts or opinions (made up or not).

3 Includes some words from the provided knowledge,
but makes up facts.

4 Indirectly uses provided knowledge, without making up facts.

5 Directly uses provided knowledge, without making up facts.

Table 2: Proposed taxonomy to evaluate informativeness in re-
sponses. We prioritize knowledge-oriented responses over uninfor-
mative responses (Levels 2-5 vs. 1). Within levels 2-5, we prefer re-
sponses that adhere to the provided knowledge (4,5) over responses
that mention hallucinated facts (2,3).

We utilize Amazon Mechanical Turk as the annotation
platform and appoint three annotators per response sample
across all model variants. To ensure high quality for anno-
tations, we opt for annotators that are familiar with dialog
evaluation and have a high overall performance as Turkers
(95% or higher approval rate and more than 5000 approved
HITs). We randomly sample 200 dialog instances from the
combined test sets of frequent and rare splits in Topical-
Chat (100 each), where each instance has the dialog history
(h) with five dialog turns and the provided knowledge snip-
pet (k). However, we notice that the top-selected knowledge
snippet for a particular dialog context may not always be en-
tirely relevant for the response. This would affect the human
evaluations for informativeness as we specifically ask the an-
notators to prefer responses where facts from the knowledge
snippet is manifested in generated response. Thus, we first
filter the test sets before sampling the 200 instances. Specif-
ically, we calculate the ROUGE metric between the knowl-
edge snippet and the human response, and only consider the
set of dialog contexts that have a higher value than the mean
ROUGE value of 0.24. This filtration ensures that the knowl-
edge snippet is relevant to the dialog context and, as a result,
can be a good test bed for measuring informativeness.

Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA). For fluency, rele-
vance, and informativeness, the respective IAA using Krip-
pendorff’s alpha are as follows: 0.545, 0.354, 0.373. As rel-
evance and informativeness are scored on a wider scale of 1
to 5, we categorize this 5-scale Likert scale into three bins
comprising the values [1,2], [3], and [4,5]. As seen in the
IAA values, we achieve high agreements for fluency. For
relevance and informativeness, our IAA scores are similar
to (Hedayatnia et al. 2020) where the annotations were on
a ranking-based format and not Likert-based. It is known
in the literature that Likert-based annotations, due to fac-
tors like personal bias of annotators, are prone to have lower
IAA scores (Van Der Lee et al. 2019). Having said that, we
choose this process as it provides a good average value of
each model variant (Khashabi et al. 2021).

4Mean ROUGE between knowledge snippet and human re-
sponse over the Topical-Chat training set is 0.2.

Results. Table 1 summarizes the results of applying
ATTN. BIAS for controlling the informativeness of gener-
ated responses. From the informativeness columns, we can
see that using the ATTN. BIAS knob for biasing the cross-
attention towards dialog (Dialog profile) causes the auto-
matic metrics (BLEUk, ROUGEk, and METEORk) to drop,
indicating that the provided knowledge is less incorporated
in the responses, as expected. On the other hand, when the
bias is towards the provided knowledge snippet, we see that
these metrics are significantly higher compared to the base
model. This trend also appears in the human evaluation,
where the informativeness scores are significantly higher.
Specifically, we see that using the bias profile “Knowl-
edge”, the human evaluation score for informativeness is
3.84, which is statistically significantly larger than the base
model’s 3.43.

Regarding fluency and relevance, while we see a slight
increase in perplexity as the model is biased with differ-
ent profiles, the human evaluations do not show any statis-
tically significant difference between the models. This in-
dicates that the ATTN. BIAS knob is able to generate more
zero-shot informative responses without a negative impact
on the fluency and relevance of the responses, hence balanc-
ing the trade-off. Table 3 presents example responses from
the model with the different biasing profiles showing a vary-
ing amount of informativeness in their generations.

Significance Tests. Comparing the mean statistics of the
variants, we perform statistical significance tests between all
the variant pairs using the Tukey’s HSD test (Table 4). We
find that compared to the base model (no control knobs ap-
plied), none of the controlled variants have fluency or rele-
vance scores that are statistically significant in difference. In
contrast, all the knowledge-oriented variants achieve statisti-
cally significantly higher informativeness scores. This high-
lights that the variants are able to improve on informative-
ness without compromising on fluency and relevance.

Choosing the bias value. We experiment with a range of
biasing values, that include {1, 2, 5, 10, 50}, to see their ef-
ficacy towards improving the informativeness of a response.
Table 5 demonstrates that in the vicinity of 2 to 10, as the
bias value increases, the informativeness of the responses in-
creases without significant degradation to its fluency. How-
ever, using an extreme biasing value like 50 practically
means only attending to the provided knowledge and ignor-
ing the dialog history. This results in deterioration of fluency
of generations (PPLr = 12.23). As a result, we choose to
use the biasing value of 5 in all the experiments and find it
to achieve desired improvements in control without hurting
fluency and relevance. In the future, we would like to go be-
yond human priors and automatically set the bias value. One
trivial solution for this is to consider the bias as a learnable
parameter so that the model can set its value during infer-
ence. However, we refrained from using such strategies as it
would require training the parameter and hence deviate from
the zero-shot framework that is the focus of this work.



Previous
Turns:

A: Hello - how are you doing today?

B: Hello, I am doing good. How are you?
What do you think of countries having prime ministers?

A: I’m doing good thanks for asking.
I think it’s different. What about you?

B: It is different, I agree. I am not sure
how much power they have. It seems like they
can do a little more than a president can.

A: I saw the president of the UK has a cat with a
government title of chief mouser.

Knowledge: “Broadly speaking, a ‘politician’ can be anyone seeking
political power in any bureaucratic institution.”

Response:

Dialog
Bias

B: I wonder how many people are in that
position. I think they can be more than the
president though. They can do whatever they want.

Knowledge
Bias

(Informative)

B: That is pretty cool. I wonder what kind of job that is.
Politicians can be anyone who seeks to achieve
political power in any bureaucratic institution.

Table 3: Example of dialog-oriented and knowledge-oriented re-
sponses. The responses are generated with the Dialog and Knowl-
edge bias profiles, respectively.

Base Model vs. Fluency Relevance Informativeness
p-value SSD p-value SSD p-value SSD

Knowledge 0.90 No 0.79 No 0.001 Yes
Gradual Knowledge 0.90 No 0.90 No 0.001 Yes

Table 4: Comparing variants to the base model for statistically sig-
nificant mean difference in human evaluation scores as per Tukey’s
HSD test. SSD refers to Statistically Significant Difference be-
tween the models for p < 0.001.

Knob Test frequent Test rare
bkt bht PPLr ROUGEk PPLr ROUGEk

None 1 1 9.66 0.22 9.88 0.28

ATTN. BIAS

2 1 9.78 0.25 10.05 0.32
5 1 10.20 0.28 10.59 0.38

10 1 10.70 0.32 11.18 0.41
50 1 12.23 0.38 12.90 0.49

Table 5: Effect of varying intensities of biasing for ATTN.
BIAS knob. We keep the bias profile to be Knowledge (§ 4.2).

4.3 Context Augmentation Experiments
Setup. This section studies the feasibility of CTX.
AUG. knob to control attributes that are not present in the
dialog context. We first discuss the zero-shot generation of
questions as the main case study. To check if the results gen-
eralize for other desired attributes, we further experiment
on generating positive sentiment, feedback dialog acts, and
fine-grained questions.

Generating questions is an essential skill towards mak-
ing dialogs more inquisitive and improving their engaging-
ness with the user (See et al. 2019). For applying the CTX.
AUG. knob to generate questions, as per § 3.2, we randomly
sample 1000 questions from the Topical-Chat training set
and use them as control phrases. We then generate the con-
trol code by averaging the control phrases encoded using a
pre-trained BART encoder.

Knobs Human Eval % of QuestionsFluency Relevance
None 0.86 3.70 29.1%
CTX. AUG. 0.88 3.62 29.3% (↑ 0.2%)
CTX. AUG.+ ATTN. BIAS 0.87 3.56 35.2% (↑ 6.1%)

Table 6: Percentage of generated questions (averaged over five
runs) using the control knobs, as well as human evaluation of flu-
ency and relevance.

Base Model vs. Fluency Relevance
p-value SSD p-value SSD

CTX. AUG. 0.623 No 0.802 No
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS 0.871 No 0.263 No

Table 7: Statistically significant mean difference (SSD with p <
0.001) in human evaluation scores.

We also experiment with combining the CTX. AUG. knob
with ATTN. BIAS knob. Regarding attention biasing, un-
like § 4.2, the embedding of dialog context x = (k, h) in
this section is prepended with the control code c. As a re-
sult the new dialog context could be thought of as x′ =
(c, x) = (c, k, h), with the overall context represenation be-
ing [C ⊕ enc(x)]. We use two values bct and bxt to define
the bias vector bt of the ATTN. BIAS knob. Here bct biases
the control code and bxt biases the original dialog context
x = (k, h). We use the profile where (bct , b

x
t ) = (5, 1) for

all t < 6 and (bct , b
x
t ) = (1, 1) for t ≥ 6, which means that

the cross-attention is biased towards the control code for the
first six decoder time steps5, while there is no cross-attention
biasing for the remaining time steps.

Evaluation. As the initial and ending parts of a dialog typ-
ically include greetings and salutations and might not be ap-
propriate to enforce control, we avoid using the complete
test set. Instead, we collect a subset of samples from the
Topical-Chat test sets by focusing on more central turns in
the dialog. We randomly sample 200 dialog contexts (100
from each frequent and rare splits of the test set and sized
equivalently to the human evaluation setup) where each con-
text comprising of five previous dialog turns and use this
consolidated test set to evaluate the efficacy of the control
knobs. For that, similar to (See et al. 2019), we use “?” as
an indicator for questions and count the percentage of re-
sponses that contain a question. We also measure fluency and
relevance through human evaluations similar to § 4.2.

Results. Table 6 summarizes the results of biasing the re-
sponses towards questions. The first row of this table repre-
sents the base case where no biasing knob is applied. From
the numbers, one could note that the fluency and relevance,
both evaluated by human annotators, do not statistically sig-
nificantly change as a result of these knobs (Table 7).

In terms of the number of questions generated, we can see
that using CTX. AUG. alone does not generate more ques-

5Here, 6 is arbitrarily set to instantiate a biasing profile whose
attention distribution for the initial generation tokens are biased
towards the control code and for the remaining tokens there is no
bias. The results also hold for other values near 6, such that the
mentioned bias profile structure is maintained.



Previous
Turns

A: hi how are you? do you play video games?

B: I’m doing well how are you? Yes I like playing
video games, especially on Xbox!

A: I have not played Xbox or PS.
whhich do you prefer? why?

B: I like xbox more because honestly
it’s the only system I’ve had.
I remember getting one way back in 2001.

A: Microsoft gets many things wrong, but
ive heard good things about xbox games.
i played games as a kid, but now, im not interested.
What games do you like?

Knowledge “there are controllers created for quadriplegics
so they can play XBOX 360 and other consoles.”

Response

Base Model
B: I agree with you. I’ve heard that they
created controllers for quadriplegics so they can play
xbox 360 and other consoles.

CTX. AUG.
B: I agree with you on that one!
I’m not surprised that they created controllers for
quadriplegics, I didn’t know that.

CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS

B: Did you know there are controllers created for
quadriplegics so they can play xbox 360 and other
consoles?

Table 8: Randomly sampled dialog along with the generations by
control knobs from § 4.3. Questions in the turns are highlighted in
green .

tions than the base case (row None). However, when this
knob is combined with the ATTN. BIAS knob, the number
of questions generated is larger (6.1% absolute increase).
This indicates that while CTX. AUG. knob is necessary to
guide the model towards the desired attribute, it is not suf-
ficient. Combining it with ATTN. BIAS is key for the CTX.
AUG. knob to work. We find similar trends for control over
dialog acts and sentiment in next section. This result also has
implications on how incorporating ATTN. BIAS could help
zero- or few-shot prompting for smaller models (Schick and
Schütze 2020).

Table 8 presents a dialog instance from the testing set,
with responses from different variants detailed above.

Error Analysis. Through these experiments we find that
controlling attributes beyond the original context is more
challenging compared to the case where the control objec-
tive is over the provided context (§ 4.2). In fact, our experi-
ments revealed that although increasing the intensity of the
knobs beyond the settings in Table 6 does increase the num-
ber of questions, it comes at the cost of lower relevance.

Knobs Size of Biasing Set
10 100 1K 10K

None 56.0± 1.6 55.6± 4.8 58.2± 4.2 53.0± 4.0
CTX. AUG. 63.4± 3.9 59.6± 4.5 58.6± 5.4 59.4± 6.2
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS 74.2± 2.3 65.2± 4.2 70.4± 3.7 72.2± 4.1

Table 9: Effect of number of question control phrases on the num-
ber of generated questions out of 200 response turns.

Effect of Number of Control Phrases. Table 9 explores
the effect of the number of control phrases on the con-
trol quality. Similar to previous results, we see that CTX.
AUG. alone is not effective, but when combined with ATTN.

Knobs # of Questions
Topical-Chat SQuAD

CTX. AUG. 58.6± 5.4 56.6± 4.4
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS 70.4± 3.7 66.6± 4.0

Table 10: Comparing control over the number of generated ques-
tions (turn-level) between in-domain (Topical-Chat) and out-of-
domain (SQuAD) control phrases.

BIAS, it shows a significant increase in the number of ques-
tions generated. Overall, no discernible pattern could be
concluded regarding the impact of the number of control
phrases on the number of questions.

Effect of Source of Control Phrases. Table 10 shows that
there is no significant difference between the two sources
(Topical-Chat and SQuAD (Rajpurkar, Jia, and Liang 2018))
of control phrases in terms of the final number of generated
questions, which suggests that the source of control phrases
might not be an important factor, particularly for questions.
Moreover, this could also be due to the smoothing-out of
domain-specific features from the averaging operation in the
CTX. AUG. knob.

4.4 Control for Other Attributes
Next, we show that the control knobs introduced in this work
could be used for generating responses with other desirable
attributes in K-NRG settings. We first look at generating spe-
cific dialog acts. For that, we consider the feedback dialog
act, such as “Yeah that’s right” or “That’s pretty extreme”,
etc., that acknowledges the previous turn in the dialog and
improves the overall dialog flow. We also study the ability
of the control knobs to control semantic attributes like gen-
erating positive responses.

Feedback Responses. To detect the presence of feedback
in responses, we utilize an RNN-based classifier trained
to annotate the ISO-based Dialog Act Scheme proposed
in (Mezza et al. 2018). This scheme contains feedback as an
explicit dialog act category. We establish the evaluation reli-
ability of this RNN model by performing human evaluations
where it achieves a high F1 score of 0.83. In Table 11, we can
see that using feedback control codes helps with generating
significantly more responses that are providing feedback for
the previous turn (17.7%→ 22.1%).

Fine-Grained Questions. To evaluate the control over
fine-grained questions, we choose different question
types (Hedayatnia et al. 2020) that include PropQ (Yes-no
questions; e.g. Do you like it?), ChoiceQ (Or-questions; e.g.
Or would you go there instead?), and SetQ (Wh-questions;
e.g., What is your name?).

For control phrases, we sample the most frequent phrases
of these question types from the training set and curate small
control sets of these questions’ prefixes. For example, for
PropQ, we curate prefixes that include “Do you like”, “Do
you know”, “Have you ever”, “Are you a”, etc. By choosing
curated phrases, we aim to show that we can achieve control
even with a minimal set of control phrases; and also, there is
no particular requirement for the control phrases to be well-
formed questions. Future work might explore whether the



Knobs Control
Code

Predictions
PropQ SetQ ChoiceQ Feedback

None None 7.5% 2.6% 0.0% 17.7%
CTX. AUG. 12.1% 3.3% 0.0% 18.1%
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS

PropQ 27.2% 3.1% 0.0% 11.8%
CTX. AUG. 9.8% 3.6% 0.0% 18.1%
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS

SetQ 12.4% 6.8% 0.0% 16.3%
CTX. AUG. 9.5% 3.4% 0.1% 19.1%
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS

ChoiceQ 14.2% 4.9% 0.0% 15.0%
CTX. AUG. 8.4% 2.5% 0.0% 19.1%
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS

Feedback 8.7% 2.5% 0.0% 22.1%

Table 11: Comparing control over percentages of dialog acts (cal-
culated per sentence) across 200 response turns when biased by
control codes of respective dialog acts (rows). Configurations of
ATTN. BIAS and CTX. AUG. knobs are defined in § 4.3.

Knobs Sentiment
p(positive|y) p-value

None 0.561±0.02 -
CTX. AUG. 0.551±0.01 0.4076
CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS 0.619±0.03 0.008

Table 12: Sentiment scores (1→positive and 0→negative) av-
eraged over five runs. Configurations of ATTN. BIAS and CTX.
AUG. knobs are defined in § 4.3.

control phrases can be automatically generated as done for
classification tasks (Shin et al. 2020).

The results are summarized in Table 11. We can see
that generating PropQ and SetQ questions could be accom-
plished by using control knobs. The control knobs, however,
fail to generate ChoiceQ questions. One reason for this could
be that such questions are quite rare in the training set of
the Topical-Chat, and as a result, the model has not learned
how to generate them. We see that the model largely ad-
heres to the provided control code in terms of precision of
control, i.e., generating as per the control code. It only fails
in ChoiceQ, where conditioning with ChoiceQ increases the
number of generated PropQ questions. This could be due
to the similarity between ChoiceQ and PropQ questions in
general.

Sentiment. Finally, we investigate the ability of our knobs
to generate more positive responses. For the respective con-
trol code, we use control phrases that include “That’s awe-
some”, “That’s cool”, “Oh that is great”, “It’s great to”,
and “It’s wonderful to”. In Table 12, we see that, simi-
lar to the previous experiments, when we combine CTX.
AUG. with ATTN. BIAS knob, there is statistically signifi-
cant increase in the average sentiment scores (measured us-
ing an off-the-shelf sentiment classifier 6). This shows that
we are able to improve the positivity of the responses using
our knobs. Table 13 presents examples for the fine-grained
question types, and feedback and sentiment attributes when
generated by the CTX. AUG.+ATTN. BIAS model.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed novel approaches to controlling
EDT-NLG models based on two control knobs. We found

6https://huggingface.co/transformers/
quicktour.html

Previous
Turns

A: Did you know that the University of Iowa’s
locker room is painted pink? I wonder why?

B: I think I did hear something about that.
I imagine it is an attempt to psych the other team out.

A: So, it would be in the visiting team’s locker
room but not their own?

B: Right. Teams do all kinds of things to bother
the competition. I’ve heard of teams having heated benches
in the winter for themselves but not for the visitors.

A: I would hate a cold bench. Then again,
I wouldn’t want to be some place that
cold or watching football.

Knowledge
“That the highest score ever in a
football game occurred in 1916 when Georgia Tech
defeated Cumberland 222-0”

Response

PropQ
B: Do you know what the highest score ever
was in a football game?

SetQ B: What kind of football do you think they play?
I bet they score like 222 points

Feedback

B: Yeah, that’s pretty extreme.
I’d rather not go to Georgia Tech.
They beat Cumberland 222-0.
That’s pretty crazy.

Positive
B: That’s right. Georgia Tech beat Cumberland 222-0 in 1916.
It was a good game .

They must have been exhausted.

Table 13: Randomly sampled dialog controlled by different fine-
grained attributes.

that the transformer models were robust to these knobs, and
their biases did not derail the model’s generation quality.
Building on this observation, we designed manual interven-
tions that provided predictable control on a variety of at-
tributes. Notably, we found that the combination of the pro-
posed knobs leads to the most favorable results. Specifically,
applying the CTX. AUG. knob alone would result in lit-
tle to no control in the generation process. However, when
combined with the ATTN. BIAS knob, it would significantly
control the generation process. The CTX. AUG. knob could
be thought of as an alternative way of prompting genera-
tive language models (Brown et al. 2020), whose zero-shot
mode previously worked only on models that are enormous
in size (Schick and Schütze 2020). Our work is one of the
first to bring zero-shot controllability for models that are or-
ders of magnitude smaller than GPT-3 (e.g., BART-base).
While in this work, we focused on understanding the fea-
sibility of the control knobs, in the future, we plan to train
models that can jointly plan the control goals and generate
accordingly.
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